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Foreign friends welcome
new year with calligraphy

Artistic
celebration of
New Year's Eve

By Sunny Nie
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Seventeen foreign friends
from six countries, together with
40 Wuhan citizens, welcomed the
new year at the Yellow Crane
Tower on Jan. 1, 2019. Three of
their Spring Festival couplets were
chosen as the best ones, and
were given a Chinese character "福
" written by calligraphy masters as
a new year's gift.
As a student having studied
Higher Education Research in
Wuhan for two and a half years,
William Sandy expressed his
excitement about celebrating the
new year in this way. "I love
traditional Chinese culture. Besides
calligraphy, I have also learned a
little about Chinese classical
musical instruments, such as the
guzheng and the pipa." William
wrote the characters "印尼武汉"
on his paper to express the
notion of everlasting friendship
between Indonesia and China.
"It's an opportunity for us to
meet new people and to enjoy
unity and fellowship. It's really a
fun way to start the new year,"
said Judith from the U.S. of her
first new year's activity in Wuhan.
Speaking of her expression of the
city, she gave a thumbs-up to
Wuhan's preparations for the 7th
CISM World Games. As her uncle
is a retired soldier, Judith has a
special feeling for the event. She
wrote the characters, "军运," on
her paper and said, "I am looking
forward to the CISM World
Games in Wuhan this year."
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Foreign friends with their Chinese calligraphy
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2019 East Lake Wintersweet Exhibition opens
The annual East Lake Wintersweet
Exhibition is being held at East Lake
Plum Garden. Two new varieties of
wintersweet are on display.
Because of the large temperature
fluctuations this winter, wintersweets in
the Plum Garden are late-bloomers.
Based on weather forecast, Wuhan's

wintersweets will be at their best from
New Year's Day until the end of
February 2019.
There are fifty wintersweet bonsais
on display at the exhibition this year,
dozens of which are over one hundred
years old. These bonsais are an
absolute visual delight.
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Resident takes photos of
the blossoming wintersweet
flowers at East Lake Plum
Garden.
Photo by Miao Jian

By Xiao Juan, Shi Qiang, Wang Juan, Liu
Shuai, Wang Dongfang & Zhong Qingru

Wuhan's new year countdown at Jianghan Road
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Dancing on the deck of the Zhiyin cruise
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Attractive folk-custom tour
By Huang Lijuan

The Chinese New Year will
start early next month. People
are beginning to get in the
mood and as a result have
started to visit scenic spots in
Wuhan.
The Qingliang Village
Scenic Area in Huangpi District
witnessed over 2,000 visitors
on Dec. 31, 2018. In an area
designed to showcase folk
customs, visitors happily
pounded glutinous rice with
wooden pestles to make
glutinous rice cakes.
That same day at the

Mulan Huahai Scenic Area,
visitors made popcorn the old
way with 10 vintage popcorn
machines. Children were
delighted with the delicious
snacks.
At the Zhanggong
Mountain Village Scenic Area,
people wore hanfu, toured the
ancient Li Village, and picked
wild vegetables.
On the morning of Dec.
30, 2018, a performance of a
traditional lion dance took place
on Jiqing Folk Street, attracting
the attention of many locals.

Several concerts, firework
displays, lantern shows and
dance parties rocked Wuhan on
New Year's Eve. The Vienna
Johann Strauss Waltz Orchestra,
and Lo Ta-yu put on
performances that gave Wuhan a
night of unforgettable music.
The Vienna Johann Strauss
Waltz Orchestra, dressed up in
red Tang suits, played famous
waltzes such as "Roses from the
South," "Thunder and Lightning
Polka" and "The Blue Danube" at
the Vienna New Year's concert
at the Wuhan Theater.
Lo Ta-yu's concert, "Young
People Who Left Home," took
place at the Optics Valley
International Tennis Center. Lo
sang many classic songs such as
"Dream Chaser," "Your Face,"
"Story of Time," "Love Song
1990" and "Love Song 1980."
These songs echo Lo's legendary
life story and her exploration of
music from all around the world
over the past 30 years.
Four groups of new-media
lanterns made their debuts at the
5th East Lake New Year Lantern
Festival. When a visitor touched
the huge wave-shaped panel,
which was 11 meters long and
three meters wide, the lantern
set, named "wavelet," began to
shine like a colorful wave,
lighting up the water surface.
A dazzling firework show
illuminated the night sky of the
Huabohui Scenic Area. Many
visitors welcomed the new year
under this canopy of sparkling
explosions.
Late on New Year's Eve,
over 500 revelers began to swing
dance on the deck of the Zhiyin
cruise. Swing dancing was a
popular way to welcome the new
year a century ago. For those
not familiar with swing dancing,
there were dance teachers on
board to teach them.

